
CONTACT  US

LIFT CHAIR

SIZING GUIDE

NEED  A  L I FT ?

Golden lift chairs offer the utmost in

quality, comfort and safety for you or your

loved one. Our lift chairs are constructed

by hand in Old Forge, Pennsylvania with a

solid hardwood maple frame with the best

warranty in the industry. Our chairs are

packed with patented technology and

Golden offers the widest selection of

models, sizes, fabrics and features on the

market. Visit a Golden dealer to be sized

and customize your comfort today! 
www.goldentechnologies.ca



A  -  SEAT  TO  TOP  OF  BACK

Measure from the base of the seat to the

top of the head in inches

B  -  SEAT  DEPTH

Measure from the back of the seat to the

back of the knee in inches

C  -  FLOOR  TO  TOP  OF  SEAT

Measure from the floor to the top of the

back of the knee in inches

D  -  WIDTH  BETWEEN  ARMS

Measure from the left hip to the right hip 

while seated and add 2 inches

E  -  HEIGHT

The height of the main user of the 

lift chair in feet

F  -  WEIGHT

The weight of the main user of the 

lift chair in pounds 

THE  PERFECT  F IT

Find your perfect fit in a Golden power lift

recline chair. Start the sizing process by

removing your coat, shoes and belongings

and relax as if you are at home. Sit in a

chair with straight posture and your feet

firmly planted on the floor. Complete

measurements A-F and have a Golden lift

chair expert help you find the perfect fit for

Customized Comfort.

Giving a Lift Chair as a Gift?

Measure the main users favourite chair and

we can help you find the closest match!

IMPORTANCE  OF

S IZ ING

Finding the perfect fit for your new lift

chair will provide the most comfortable

option available. Golden offers the most

sizes in the industry to customize your

comfort!

COMFORT

Your safety is our top priority! If a lift chair

is too big or too small it can become a

safety hazard when transferring in and out

of the chair. We want to make sure you

find the perfect fit for safe transfers

everytime you enter and exit your chair.

SAFETY

Did you know that if a lift chair is too big or

too small it can cause mechanical issues

over time? We want to help you find the

perfect fit to encourage comfort and not

headaches due to mechanical breakdown. 
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